Abstract: In the process industry, both quality and consistency of mid-term planning and short-term scheduling are crucial. We propose a sequential approach consisting in three steps : planning, lot streaming-pegging, and scheduling. This paper focuses on the intermediate problem that consists in cutting up the planned production in several lots (lot streaming) and linking stocks, lots and demands by determining material flows in circulation between these entities (pegging). We present a MILP formulation, and analyse its performance with regard to a heuristic approach.
INTRODUCTION
In the process industries, both mid-term and short-term information are needed to manage the production of a plant. Planning concentrates on mid-term horizon (about several months), taking tactical decisions about global production and demand satisfaction. Scheduling involves, from day to day, operational decisions on what to really perform in the plant, and at what time. Solving these two problems separately leads to incompatibilities between plans and schedules. Indeed, the degree of detail is not the same whether one focuses on planning or scheduling, therefore the plan is hardly schedulable. In practice, these mismatches often induce suboptimal solutions. To avoid this phenomenon, twostep cooperative approaches solving both planning and scheduling problems arised. Generally hybrid techniques making use of linear programming, constraint programming or metaheuristics are implemented, see (Maravelias and Grossmann, 2005) , (Rajaram and Karmarkar, 2004) , (Timpe, 2002) , (Blömer and Günther, 2000) , (Kimms, 1999) , (Dauzère-Pérès and Lasserre, 1994) for example. Planning and scheduling problems are alternatively solved until a condition is reached (optimality, convergence, good enough solution . . . ).
In this paper, we propose a three-step architecture, solving sequentially production planning, an intermediate problem of lot streaming and pegging, and scheduling. We focus on the second phase that consists in the dimensioning of production lots, respecting the production plan (lot streaming), and the establishment of a material flow (pegging) between entities of the production chain (stocks, production lots and demands).
We organize this document as follows : Section 2 describes the problematics to which our study is related, states the global problem and presents our approach. A precise definition of the lot streaming-pegging problem is given. Section 3 focuses on its resolution : a mathematical program is proposed and detailed. Then, in Section 4, we provide computational results comparing the mathematical resolution and a basic heuristic. At last, in Section 5, a synthesis concludes the paper.
PRODUCTION PLANNING AND SCHEDULING RELATIONSHIP

Production management in process industry
Increasing productivity, delivering on time, avoiding lasting storage are crucial objectives for industrial practitioners. To manage their production in the best way, a good control of the production chain is needed and, as a result, optimization tools are required. Very often, specific constraints induced by the specific domain of application are added to more generic ones, that attend in most of cases. The common concepts we take into account in the sequel are given hereafter.
Raw and intermediate materials occur in the preparation of final materials, that are to be produced in given quantities to satisfy customer demands d. Various recipes r, or transformation processes are described to fulfill the demands. The activities induced by the execution of a production lot j of a given recipe require given resources res, for given fixed and/or variable processing times τ f /v r . The resources can be submitted to capacity variations in time (such as productivity changes or breaks). Due dates t d (with earliness and/or tardiness costs κ e/t d ) are associated with the demands. With regard to the mid-term planning, a set of periods {T 0 . . . T N } can be given.
A three-step architecture
In our approach, three distinct problems are solved in sequence. Nevertheless, a tight dependency between them allows to keep consistency.
Indeed the output of a given step, added to the master data describing the production chain, is the input of the next (Figure 1 ).
Planning.
First a mid-term production plan is established (Staggemeier and Clark, 2001) , (Sürie, 2005) , (Sürie and Stadtler, 2003) , (Karimi et al., 2003) . It consists of the following decisions :
• ∀T , ∀r, the quantity Q T r of r to execute in T .
• ∀T , ∀d, the quantity Q T d to deliver in T to satisfy partially or entirely d.
The plan has to minimize a weighted linear combination of the following costs :
• process costs : several recipes can be used to produce the same materials, at different costs.
• storage, earliness and tardiness costs, that are appoximatively evaluated per period.
Lot streaming and pegging.
As the quantities Q T r computed by the plan do not respect the minimal and maximal lot sizes LS r and LS r of the recipes, the associated constraints have to be considered in the second step. Dimensioning the production lots, that is, splitting the quantities Q T r , for each recipe r, into several lots j of size q T rj respecting the lot size bounds is a lot streaming problem (Dauzère-Pérès and Lasserre, 1997), (Chen and Steiner, 1997) , (Trietsch and Baker, 1993 ).
While such a problem is being solved, decisions concerning material flows are taken (pegging, (Dickersbach, 2004 , Chapter 3, Section 6)). It consists in establishing, for each material m circulating in the production chain, the flow of m transferred between each entity : inventory, production lots and demands. The problem is to determine whether an arc between two nodes is created (represented by the binary variables X m − , the subscript of which indicates the type of the arc) and the transferred quantity Q m − on a created arc. We indentify 5 types of pegging arcs, depending of the linked nodes :
• inventory to consumer lots : X m IT rj
• producer lots to consumer lots : X m T rjT r j
• producer lots to inventory : X m T rjI
• inventory to planned deliveries : X IT d
• producer lots to planned deliveries : X T rjT d 2.2.3. Scheduling. As soon as the production lots and the pegging arcs are defined, the schedulable activities and temporal precedence constraints between them are induced. While in the previous steps the resource capacity constraints were aggregated or approximated, the scheduling problem considers them in an exact way (by expressing the real resource capacity constraints). The due date constraints are taken in consideration in the objective function, which minimizes resulting earliness and tardiness penalties. These penalties are computed per time unit and per quantity of material.
THE LOT STREAMING-PEGGING PROBLEM
The second step of the architecture is the one on which we are focused. First we explain the interest of considering such a problem. Then we present a mathematical formulation of the lot streaming-pegging.
Operational and practical interests
On one hand, the fixed costs induced by the creation of a production lot suggest the creation of a minimum number of lots of maximal size. On the other hand, if we want to avoid intermediate storage and deliver on time, the creation of as many lots of adapted size as needed could lead to a potentially good schedule. The bounded lot sizes prohibit the lot for lot policy and as a result, identifying simultaneously the material flows and the size of the lots could lead to a good compromise between fixed production costs and storage, earliness and tardiness costs.
On the practical side, the pegging decisions are not necessary to set the scheduling problem since the production lots (inducing the schedulable activities) are determined by lot streaming. However, adding pegging arcs permits the introduction of simple temporal precedence constraints which ensure that consumption is always done after production with no need to add other kind of constraints on inventory that are hard (computationnally expensive) to take into account.
Mathematical formulation
We model the problem by a mixed integer program P. Two related models have been presented in and (Robert et al., 2006) , however, in the current paper, we solve the problem on the whole horizon instead of decomposing it by period. Furthermore, new constraints have been added here.
3.2.1. Notation. In the sequel, we'll use the shortcut J (resp. J ) to designate a triplet T, r, j (resp. T , r , j ), representing the lot j (resp. j ) of the planned production Q T r (resp. Q T r ). We also use the notation p J (resp. P J ) to denote the required capacity of the j th lot of r in T (resp. an upper bound of p J ), see (1) and (2) where x J is a binary variable equal to 1 if the j th lot of r in period T is created. Table  1 contains the notation of P that have not been given in the previous sections.
3.2.2. Objective function. We choose to define a good solution for a lot streaming-pegging problem as a solution which leads to a scheduling problem leading to a good schedule. Indeed, an objective function combining processing costs, earliness and tardiness penalties is clearly defined for the scheduling problem, that allows to compare various schedules. As a result, we are to define an objective function for the previous step that optimizes the same criteria. The processing costs are linked to lots creation (x J ) and size (q J ) so they are exactly computed in the objective. On the contrary, earliness and tardiness cannot be rigorously evaluated. The target completion times • processing costs, • storage penalties, • earliness and tardiness penalties.
The mathematical program P.
∀T, r,
The lot size bounds are expressed by (4) and (5). The balance equations (6) and (7) compute the consumption and the production of a lot.
(8) ensure that the total production is equal to the planned quantity. (9) ensure the entire satisfaction of the demands. (10) avoid to consume from inventory more than the amount in stock at the beginning of the horizon, symmetrically, (11) avoid to produce in inventory more than the amount in stock at the end of the horizon. Equations (12) enforce the material flow over the periods to be plan-consistent. Inequations (13) to (17) bound the material flow on each pegging arc. (18), (19) and (20) constrain a lot to be performed in its planned period. (18) and (19) also express an approximation of capacity constraints, taking into account every lots requiring a same resource, by computing a heuristic time interval ∆ J that approximates the elapsed processing time between the lot j − 1 and the lot j of recipe r. 
COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS
Instances and comparison.
In order to validate both the problem and the linear model formulation of lot streamingpegging, we are currently elaborating a benchmark. To date, it consists in 92 instances (classified in 4 categories). A detailed description is done in 1 . We compare the scheduling solutions we get on these instances using the program P (solved by ILOG CPLEX 10 and in some cases, stopped by a time limit we impose) to a basic but quick heuristic algorithm H that also provides a solution for the lot streaming-pegging problem. First, H makes the biggest lots as it can, then, the pegging of lots, demands and stocks consists in a greedy recursive procedure based on a sorting algorithm.
Numerical results
In the sequel we note S P (resp. S H ) the solution (and, by abusing the notation, its value) of the scheduling problem when the lot streamingpegging problem is solved by P (resp. by H). Table 2 gives the main results. It shows that the mathematical approach for lot streaming and pegging leads, in more that 89% of the cases, to better or similar schedules than the heuristic. Besides, even if the worst degradation is quite important, the best improvement is really notable. Note that however, the average improvement is twice better than the average degradation, which is encouraging. The instances for which the heuristic leads to better solutions correspond to two different cases :
• the time limit is reached before the optimal solution of P is found, • the approximations done in P (namely the overestimated objective and equations (18) and (19)) lead to a too optimistic or pessimistic model. In Table 3 , an inconsistency ratio is computed between production plans and final schedules. Indeed, the time decisions taken in planning could be questioned when scheduling is solved by adding small slackening. As a result, some production lots can be partially or entirely scheduled out of their planned period. The inconsistency ratio computes the proportion of the capacity used by a lot out of its planned period compared to its total needed capacity. As a result, the smaller the ratio is, the more consistent the solutions are. Actually, we compute the ratio on 24 instances (not 92). The size of the other instances is such that the planning problem is not solved as a multi-period problem (there is only one period), hence these instances are not relevant. It reveals a somewhat bad consistency in both cases using H or P. This is due to the impact on the whole production schedule a lot translation can have. Indeed, a single lag of a lot can entail several lags on others lots linked to the first one. However, we see that the use of P results in more compatible plans and schedules. This enhances the interest of the mathematical approach. 
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we presented a three-step architecture to solve planning and scheduling problems in the process industry. We focused on the second problem, named lot streaming-pegging, that consists in dimensioning production lots and establishing the precise flow of material transferred between stocks, production lots and demands. A MILP for this problem has been formulated. We compared the performance of the program solved by branch and bound with regard to a heuristic. The numerical results validate the problem and the proposed linear model, though the consistency between plans and schedules has to be increased, so that the compatibility of the mid-term and the shortterm problems can be improved. However, concerning the quality of the schedules, the program P appears to be a very good approach for the lot streaming-pegging step.
